Abstract. Let A denote a square complex matrix and let E be a perturbation matrix. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the perturbation of the Drazin inverse when B = A + E satisfies the rank conditions rank A r = rank B s = rank A r B s , where r and s denote the indices of A and B, respectively. We will derive an explicit representation of B D as a function of A and B k − A j , for certain positive integers j, k. We emphasize that the matrix I + (A D ) j (B k − A j ) could be singular and the perturbation analysis will be carried out by using inner inverses. In addition, we exhibit inequalities bounding the errors B D − A D / A D and BB D − AA D . Examples will be given which show that these bounds recover others given in the literature and can be significant to those cases which can not be bounded using the previous known results. Alternatively, we shall formulate analogous perturbation results for the perturbed matrix B such that rank A r = rank B s = rank B s A r .
1. Introduction. Let A denote a square complex matrix and let E be a perturbation matrix. Several authors have considered the perturbation of the Drazin inverse and exhibited inequalities bounding the relative error (A + E) D − A D / A D , under specific conditions [4, 6, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16] . Other papers are concerned with the perturbation of the group inverse, which plays an important role in the theory of Markov finite chains [5, 10] .
We recall that the Drazin inverse A D is the unique matrix X which satisfies the relations:
and the index of A, ind(A), is the smallest non-negative integer k for which the third equation holds. Alternatively, the index of A may be defined to be the smallest non-negative integer k such that rank (A k ) = rank (A k+1 ). Let ind(A) = r. We will denote by A π the spectral projector whose range is N (A r ) and whose kernel is R(A r ), i.e., A π = I − AA D , where as for notation, R(A) and N (A) denote the range space of A and the null space of A, respectively.
In [2] , Campbell and Meyer established that if A + E j converges to A, then (A + E j ) D converges to A D if and only if rank(A + E j ) rj = rank A r for all sufficiently large j, where r j = ind(A + E j ).
In [4] the authors investigated perturbations such that B = A + E satisfies the following conditions:
where ind(B) = s. These rank conditions turn out to be equivalent to the geometrical conditions R(B s ) ∩ N (A r ) = {0} and N (B s ) ∩ R(A r ) = {0}.
In our development, we consider perturbations such that B = A + E satisfies the conditions:
(B s,1 ) rank A r = rank B s = rank A r B s , or, equivalently, R(B s ) ∩ N (A r ) = {0}.
Alternatively, we shall consider the perturbed matrix B such that:
(B s,2 ) rank A r = rank B s = rank B s A r , or, equivalently, N (B s ) ∩ R(A r ) = {0}.
Our objective is to derive an explicit expression for B D as a function of A and the perturbation matrix E j,k = B k − A j , for certain integers j, k. The fundamental fact on which perturbation analysis of previous papers was based is that the matrix I + (A D ) j E j,k is nonsingular, for some integers j, k. This happens in particular when the perturbation is "small enough", i.e., when ||(A D ) j E j,k || < 1. We are interested in finding perturbation formulas and bounds for the Drazin inverse in a more general setting. If B satisfies either condition (B s,1 ) or condition (B s,2 ), in general, we can't guarantee that previous non-singularity condition holds. In theses cases, the {1}-inverse will play an important role in the perturbation formula for B D . Continuity properties and perturbation analysis of {1}-inverses can be found in [8, 13] .
We recall that a {1}-inverse (or inner inverse) of a given matrix A ∈ C m×n is a matrix X ∈ C n×m such that AXA = A. We will denote by A{1} the set of all {1}-inverses of A. The symbol A − will be used to designate an arbitrary element of A{1}.
The results in this paper are summarized in the following. Section 2 establishes several characterizations for the perturbed matrix B satisfying condition (B s,1 ). We give a block matrix representation for the perturbed matrix, which will be the main tool in our further development. On the other hand, we show that we can find inner inverses of the matrices (A D ) j B k , for all integers j and k ≥ s, with prescribed projectors AA D and BB D . Moreover, we give a formula for the oblique projector P R(B s ),N (A r ) . This section establishes also the reciprocal results for the perturbed matrix B satisfying condition (B s,2 ) and finally shows that under both conditions, the characterization result for the class (C s ) holds.
In Section 3, first it is shown that certain inner inverses of 
is nonsingular, we compare our bound with the upper bound given recently in [16] .
Some basic results are given next. We refer to [1, 3] for properties on generalized inverses. Lemma 1.1. Let A ∈ C n×n with ind(A) = r.
(a) If P is nonsingular, then
t , where A t is the transpose conjugate of A. (c) The matrix A has a unique decomposition
(e) Let P and Q be idempotent matrices. Then
The following results on ranks of matrices are well-known [9] . 
2. Characterization results. From now on, let ind(A) = r > 0. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that we can write A in the core-nilpotent block form
We have divided this section into three parts, according to the assumptions on the perturbed matrix B.
Condition (B s,1
). First, we give the following result.
, where
ind(M ) = 1, the group inverse of M is
and
Proof. The expression for the powers of M can be easily proved by induction on k. We can write On account that C is nonsingular, we derive that rank M = rank C = d. Analogously, we see that rank M 2 = rank C 2 = d. Therefore ind(M ) = 1. By Lemma 1.1, properties (a) and (d), we get
Further, the expression (2.4) holds, since
We can now state the characterization result. 
is the core part in the decomposition of B defined as in (1.1), then, relative to the form (2.1),
Hence it follows that R(B s ) ∩ N (A r ) = {0} if and only if rank A r B s = rank B s .
(a) ⇒ (c): Firstly, we note that ind(C B ) = 1. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix Q such that
Since rank A r B s = d it follows that rank A 
where
11 . We note that C is a nonsingular matrix.
, using formula (2.4), we have
Taking into account that
and, noting that the first matrix on left hand side is nonsingular, we conclude that
On the other hand,
Hence it follows that
From (2.6) and (2.7) we get rank (
Hence
In the remainder of this subsection, we make the assumptions: ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,1 ). From Theorem 2.2, it follows that C n = R(B s ) ⊕ N (A r ) and, thus, we can consider the oblique projector P R(B s ),N (A r ) . Moreover, applying Theorem 2.2 and using (2.2), we have
The following result shows that there exists a {1, 2}-inverse of (
j , (the right hand side is independent of the choice of the {1}-inverse L − j,k and the subindices j, k). Moreover
10)
with respect to the form (2.8).
Proof. (i) We have that B k has the expression (2.8) and, therefore,
Now, we consider
Next, we prove that X j,k satisfies (2.9). We have
where the last identity is followed by Theorem 2.1, (2.4). It remains to check that X j,k is a {1, 2}-inverse of L j,k , but the proof is straightforward. 
If we write
and the submatrices H i,l , for i, l = 1, 2, are arbitrary.
It is clear that this expression is an idempotent matrix of rank d, and it is independent of the choice of the {1}-inverse L − j,k and the subindices j, k with k ≥ s. We also note that R(
Since both subspaces have dimension d we conclude that they are equal.
and, since both subspaces have dimension n − d we get that they are equal. Therefore,
2.2. Condition (B s,2 ). Next, we state the counterparts of preceding theorems. These results may be proved in much the same way as their analogous results.
Corollary 2.5. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r and ind(B) = s. If rank B s = rank A r = d, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(c) IfĈ B is the core part in the decomposition of B defined as in (1.1), then, relative to the form (2.1),
When B satisfies condition (B s,2 ), by Corollary 2.4 we have
Corollary 2.6. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r, ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,2 ).
jL− j,k B k (the right hand side is independent of the choice of the {1}-inverseL − j,k and the subindices j, k). Moreover,
Condition (B s,1
) and (B s,2 ). From Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 we get the following characterization for a matrix B satisfying condition (C s ), which was established in [4] . Corollary 2.7. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r and ind(B) = s. If rank B s = rank A r = d, then the following conditions are equivalent:
is the core part in the decomposition of B defined as in (1.1), then, relative to the form (2.1), Proof. From Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.5 it follows that (a) and (b) are equivalent. Now, we prove that (a)⇔(c). We have that C B has the block form (2.5) and, in view of (2.7), rank(I − T S) = rank B s A r = d. Therefore I − T S is nonsingular. By denoting B 1 = C(I − T S), S = S and T = (I − T S) −1 T we get (2.13). The converse part is clear. 
Next, we will prove that (a)⇔(d). By Theorem 2.2, equivalence between (a) and (d) given therein, it follows that rank (I −
The next theorem expresses a link between the oblique projector P R(B s ),N (A r ) , as in Theorem 2.3, and the perturbations
Theorem 3.1. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r, ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,1 ). Let us denote
Proof. Using (2.8) we get
ELA
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A {1}-inverse of the above matrix is given by X j,k = P A
We have
We write H = P H 11 H 12
Hence, BB 
Theorem 3.3. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r and ind(B) = s. If B satisfies condition (B s,1 ), then, for arbitrary j ≥ 1 and k ≥ s,
where Σ is as in Theorem 3.1 and Proof. Using expressions (2.8) and (3.2) we get
Hence,
Further,
and, with the notation ∆ = (I + Σ)(I + Γ j+1,k+1 )
Hence, in view of (3.1) we conclude B D = C # B = ∆. In the same manner we can see that B π has the expression given in (3.3).
Remark 3.4.
A perturbation formula for X j,k ∈ L j,k {1, 2} with prescribed projectors AA D and BB D , as in Theorem 2.3, is
where Σ and Γ j,k as in Theorem 3.3.
In the remainder of this section we consider that || · || is any norm on C n×n . The following theorems provide upper bounds for the perturbation of the Drazin inverse and the perturbation of the projector. 
and let Σ and Γ j,k be defined as in Theorem 3.3. Then, for arbitrary j ≥ 1 and k ≥ s, Furthermore, if ||Γ j+1,k+1 || < 1 then
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, first relation in (3.3), it follows that
Hence, taking norms we get (3.5).
If ||Γ j+1,k+1 || < 1 and, in consequence, ||(I +Γ j+1,k+1 )) −1 || ≤ 1/(1−||Γ j+1,k+1 ||), then the upper bound (3.6) follows. Theorem 3.6. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r, ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,1 ). Let Σ and Γ j,k be defined as in Theorem 3.3. Then, for arbitrary j ≥ 1 and k ≥ s,
Moreover, if Γ j,k < 1, then
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, second relation in (3.3), it follows that
Now, on account of (I + Σ)A π (I − Σ) = A π − Σ, we have
Taking norms, (3.7) follows. The upper bound (3.8) is clear. 
Corollary 3.8. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r, ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,2 ). Then, for arbitrary j ≥ 1 and k ≥ s,
whereΣ is as in Corollary 3.7 and
Corollary 3.9. Let A, B ∈ C n×n be such that ind(A) = r, ind(B) = s and B satisfies condition (B s,2 ).
j+1 and letΣ and Γ j,k be defined as in (3.9) and (3.10), respectively. Then, for arbitrary j ≥ 1 and k ≥ s,
Further, if ||Γ j+1,k+1 || < 1 then [4, 6, 11, 14, 16] . The upper bounds in these examples extend the perturbation analysis to a wide class of matrices. The third example satisfies conditions in this paper and conditions in [16] , for some cases, and we will make a comparison of the upper bounds associated. Let E = B − A. We note that ||E|| 1 = 10 −4 , but since I + EA # and I + A # E are singular matrices we can't apply the upper bounds given in [4, 14] . Since Γ 2,2 i < 1, i = 1, 2, where Γ j,k is defined as in (3.4), we can apply upper bound in Theorem 3.5 and we obtain the results that appear in Table 3 .1.
We recall that Relative error = (upper bound -exact value)/exact value. In this case, Γ 2,3 1 < 1 and Γ 1,2 1 < 1, where Γ j,k is defined as in (3.4) . Table  3 .2 shows the upper bound for the perturbation of the Drazin inverse, and Table 3.3 shows the upper bound for the perturbation of the projector. we also have rank B ǫ A = 2, and, thus, in these cases B ǫ satisfies condition (C s ). In Table 3 .4 we compare the upper bound in Theorem 3.5 with the upper bound for matrices satisfying condition (C s ) given in [16, Theorem 4.1], taking j = k = 1 in both bounds. In Table 3 .5, we analyze the behavior of the upper bound (3.6), taking j = k = 1, for the values ǫ = 1 and ǫ = 
